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Introduction
You've been hanging out with the same crew for guys for years. One of them has the hottest mom. It
doesn't even matter how hot she is, only that she is the hottest mom of the bunch. You get a bit older,
you make your move... and the next thing you know, yer balls-deep in My Friend's Hot Mom!

Adult Review
Exclusive MILF content in more than 500 original scenes each carefully crafted to show off the amazing allure of top brand
name MILFs as they try to become more than pornstars... they do their best to fulfill your fantasies from all those times you
crashed at a friends house thinking 'If I could just nail down some quality time with My Friends Hot Mom!'
  
  These aren't amateurs from around the neighborhood, these are the highest quality hottest porn stars on the planet. They
don't act as well as your brain might want, but they suck and fuck better than any civilian PTA Mommy ever could... and
that's really all your dick cares about, isn't it?
  
  Along with access to this site, your pass also gets you full access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this
review. So if you get tired of fucking My Friends Hot Mom, yer never more than a few clicks away from a whole new batch
of perfect pussy... and like all good pussy, these cum in a variety of flavors.

Porn Summary
How many sleepless nights did you spend at a friend's house hoping his hot mom would walk into your bedroom to make
your dick the offer of a lifetime? Stay awake, this is no dream... it's your time to cream My Friends Hot Mom!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'You always hung out at his house, because you knew his MILF was home!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 86
Support: 85 Unique: 85    Taste: 85        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Fast Times At NAU (86) ,Diary Of A Nanny (84) ,Diary Of A MILF (84) ,Naughty Office (84) ,Naughty Flipside (83) ,
Neighbor Affair (83) ,Asian1on1 (83) ,Seduced By A Cougar (83) ,Ass Masterpiece (82) ,My Naughty Latin Maid (Preview) ,
Naughty Bookworms (Preview) ,My Sister's Hot Friend (Preview) ,My First Sex Teacher (Preview) ,Housewife 1on1
(Preview) ,American Daydreams (Preview) ,Latin Adultery (Preview) ,SoCal Coeds (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, MILF, Natural, PornStars, Reality

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $1.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 540
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